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“I love that Nine13sports came in, looked
at our curriculum and what we have been
teaching the kids, and they incorporated
those things into their lesson for the
day. Bringing that collaboration into the
classroom is really important for our kids.”
- Jenny Berju, Health & P.E.
Teacher, Creekside Middle School

A Message from Our CEO...
In many ways, 2018 has been the realization of so many of the dreams I had way back when I started
Nine13sports. At the same time, this past year has taken us so much further than I ever thought possible.
When we look back on this organization’s history years from now, it is my belief that we will say 2018 was the
year we laid the foundation for what Nine13sports ultimately became. This year, we fundamentally changed
what this organization is capable of, and in large part, we have each and every one of you to thank for that.
When 2018 started, there were many questions for us internally, but one stood out above the rest. Kids Riding
Bikes had experienced massive growth the year before, and we were extremely energized by the position we
found ourselves in. We knew we were going to be able to make a huge impact on our community, and while
that was extremely exciting, one question I received repeatedly was eating away at me: “You come into gym
class and get the kids excited about bikes again… What’s next?” This year, the vision I have always had for the
answer to that question came to life with Kids Building Bikes.
For the first time our organization is now able to get bikes into the hands of kids that don’t have a bicycle
of their own. We are also teaching kids mechanical competence, how to take care of their new bike, how to
ride safely and responsibly, and introducing them to STEM principles that will put them on a path to greater
opportunities in their future. Over the course of this multi-day program kids are empowered to see the
potential in themselves, all because of the power of the bicycle.
2018 also saw the launch of our Explore Indy program where we take kids out on bicycle tours of Indianapolis.
They get to explore our city, learn its history, and they get a firsthand demonstration of how powerful a tool
the bicycle can be as a mode of transportation. We also furthered the development of our STEM program,
which will take our bikes out of the gym and into the classroom and look forward to launching that program
officially in late 2019.
All this growth and positive change for Nine13 was only possible because our corporate partners continued
to have faith and invest in our shared mission. It was only possible because the philanthropic community
continued to see the value in the impact we are making. It was only possible because you all individually
believed in us and our value to this community. The increased support and continued trust in Nine13sports
is the only reason we get to do what we do on a daily basis. Collectively, we are extremely humbled by that.
Individually, I am more grateful than you could ever know.
2018 has been an incredible year for us. This community is one that we are so proud to serve, and we plan to
do so for a very long time to come. 2019 is shaping up to be another exciting year for us, and we can’t wait to
share the ride with all of you.
Thank you for all you have done for me, and our incredible team at Nine13sports.
“Be Kind. Judge Less. Hold the Door.”
Tom Hanley
CEO, Nine13sports

2018 By The Numbers...

30,897

Number of miles ridden in gym classes
during Kids Riding Bikes programming
in 2018. You would only have to travel
24, 901 miles to go all the way around the
world.

17,657
Number of miles driven by Nine13sports
team members in 2018. That is the same as
driving round trip from New York to L.A.
more than 3 times.

6,492
Number of man hours spent by
Nine13sports team members on program
sites for Kids Riding Bikes. Thaat is over
270 full days of programming!

9,304
Number of participants in community
events in 2018. A sell out crowd at Butler
University’s Hinkle Fieldhouse is 9,100.

Revenue Growth Measured in Dollars

Support Grows for Kids
Riding Bikes in 2018...
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Our partnership development efforts experienced immense success in 2018, and 2019 is trending in an upward
direction as well. With Kids Building Bikes and Explore Indy launching in 2018, as well as our new STEM
curriculum coming online in 2019, the chance for diversification of our support portfolio continues to be
immense. Our aim will remain to bring value to our partners and to remain the bridge that allows like minded
organizations to activate their commitment to corporate social responsibility.
Increased revenue was achieved from existing partners like Hendricks Regional Health, Major Health Partners,
New Belgium Brewing & the Central Indiana Community Foundation – all of which have enjoyed the benefits
from being associated with our brand and programming in the community. Additionally, new partners such as
the City of Indianapolis Office of Sustainability, Indy Parks and Recreation, and Zotec have joined our efforts
to help students all over Central Indiana achieve personal growth. As we look ahead to 2019, we are excited to
share that our partnership development pipeline of prospective investment is strong and only getting stronger.

Kids
Riding Bikes
in 2017...

Kids
Riding Bikes
in 2018...

265 School Activations

67%

434 School Activations

56 School Sites

88%

105 School Sites

30 Summer Program Days

60%

48 Summer Program Days

26 Community Events

127%

59 Community Events

15,000 Individual Youth Served 219% 49,044 Individual Youth Served
45,000 Youth Interactions

113%

95,688 Youth Interactions

Engaging With Our Audience...
1% increase in page
likes

2300 followers

7,500 avg. monthly
reach with 8%-9%
engagement rate

50 tweets
45,000 impressions
per month

48,000 na�ve video
views with 8,500
min. viewing �me

2.85% vs. 0.7%
Nine13 engagement
vs. Industry Standard

Thank You To Our Partners...
In 2018, the Nine13sports team has seen support for our programs grow in a big way. From
new corporate partners, to new grants, equipment partners and individual donors, without
the support of these organizations our programming would simply not be possible. There
are thousands of kids that are leading healthier and happier lives with the bicycle because of
support from the list below.

Although it is extremely difficult for us to properly thank the incredible community of
supporters that we have, the great thing about Nine13sports programs is that each and every
one of these supporters can directly tie their contributions to the betterment of the kids we
serve. So, to every organization that supported us in 2018 we say, THANK YOU!

Corporate Partners:

Philanthropic Grant Partners:

Hendricks Regional Health
Regions Bank
Arbor Homes
Peloton Wealth Management
City of Indianapolis Office of Sustainability
LIDS
Hillenbrand, Inc.
St. Vincent Hospital
Major Health Partners
Indiana Farm Bureau
Peyton Manning Children’s Hospital
United State of Indiana
New Belgium Brewing Company
Sun King Brewing Company
Upland Brewing
Bicycle Garage Indy
BGI Fitness
Hancock Regional Health
Daisy Farms
Champion Chevrolet

Lilly Endowment, Inc.
LIDS Foundation
Finish Line Youth Foundation
Central Indiana Community Foundation
Indiana Pacers Foundation
CIBA Foundation
The Indianapolis Foundation
Indiana State Department of Health
Genesis: Pathways to Success
Indianapolis Parks Foundation
The Legacy Fund
Summer Youth Program Fund
Indiana Sports Corp.

Equipment Partners:
Silca
Sun Bicycles
Distinct Images
Giant Bicycles
Freelance Imaging
J&B Importers/JBI
TruTrainer

Nine13sports 2019 Outlook...
2018 has been a remarkable for this organization. We are humbled and eternally
grateful for the support our community has shown us. We will take a moment as the
year comes to a close to reflect on our accomplishments, but that does not mean we
will rest. We still have so much work to do. We anticipate 2019 being the biggest year
of positive change our organization has experienced in our 7 years of operations.
Kids Riding Bikes is our foundation. That will not change. In fact, we are forecasting
even more growth for this program in 2019 in an attempt to meet the demand we are
seeing for it. With adding additional staff being a key focus in the coming months, we
will be able to begin chipping away at the increasing waitlist for programs.
After a successful launch this past September, we anticipate graduating 200+ kids
from our Kids Building Bikes program in 2019. This will mean hundreds of hours of
bicycle and STEM based mechanical education for Central Indiana youth. We also
anticipate significant growth for our Explore Indy program which will means
hundreds of Hoosiers exploring our city, learning its’ history, and discovering the
bicycle as a legitimate mode of transportation.
2018 has been an incredible year, but 2019 will allow us to continue our upward
trajectory as an organization and further enhance those we are privileged to serve.
Your support is the reason we have made such an impact in 2018, and your continued
investment is the reason we will have an even bigger 2019.

